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MOSCOW, IDAHO 

Dear Friend: 

You were told in a previous letter the remarkable story of how Dr. Frank B. 
Robinson, after years of the most exhaustive study and research, finally discovered 
the facts regarding man and his inseparable relation to the Living God, and were 
given some inkling of the STAGGERING TRUTHS which "PSYCHIANA" promises to unfold 
t o you . 

Now, as promised in that letter, we are pleased to send you herewith Dr. 
Robinson's 6,000 word Lecture on "PSYCHIANA", with the full confidence that, if 
carefully studied, it will point the way to a NEW LIFE filled with such an abun
dance of HEALTH, WEALTH and HAPPINESS, as you have perhaps never dreamed could 
come to you . 

Let us ask that you pause now and read this remarkable Lecture. Follow the 
directions given in the opening paragraph. BE QUIET. Try to dismiss all other 
thoughts from your mind, and read it slowly, diligently, studiously and thoroughly . 
You may confidently expect to read some of the most STARTLING REVELATIONS given to 
mankind since the beginning of time. Certainly you will find it both interesting 
and instructive to an intense degree. So now let us prepare to hear about some of 
the great FACTS OF LIFE as REVEALED by Dr. Robinson--turn to his Lecture now and 
let us repeat, read it quietly, studiously and carefully. 

And now that you have read Dr. Robinson's amazing Lecture, do you begin to get 
some faint glimmer of the truth which "PSYCHIANA" unfolds? Do you begin to have 
some conception of what it would mean to you and to your loved ones to KNOW that 
the LAW which Jesus KNEW and USED to "heal the sick, cast out devils, raise the 
dead" during his earthly ministry is TODAY AVAILABLE to all mankind and is just as 
CERTAIN and UNFAILING when rightly understood as when demonstrated to the multi
tudes by the humble Nazarene? 

Dr . Robinson has proved in his own life and through the experiences of many of 
his followers, that this MIGHTY GOD-LAW--this DYNAMIC UNSEEN POWER can be USED TO
DAY and NOW by earnest seekers of TRUTH to bring increased HEALTH, WEALTH and HAP
PINESS into the lives of themselves and their loved ones. 

This It~UTABLE GOD-LAW is both SIMPLE and EASILY UNDERSTOOD declares Dr. 
Robinson when once the light breaks through. And in its very simplicity he says, 
may be found the reason why it was so completely baffling to the "Scribes and Phar
isees" and has been missed in its entirety by the many denominations which profess 
to believe the teachings of the Galilean Carpenter. Bound by religious dogma and 



ritualism, steeped in superstition and mysticism, how could these "wise men" pos
sibly believe that a lowly carpenter's son could have knowledge of an UNFAILING 
GOD POWER with which he could make INSTANT CONTACT and without ceremony or ri t ua
lism, use it to heal all manner of disease and RAISE THE DEAD? It looked al
together too simple and easy. There must be something wrong about it for how 
could such simple words perform such miraculous feats? Therefore as in the case 
of other great fundamental facts, as with many of the greatest inventions, the 
utter simplicity of the UNIVERSAL GOD-LAW made those who saw it repeatedly demon
strated look elsewhere for an explanation of seeming phenomena . 

Those who know "PSYCHIANA" KNOW that this UNIVERSAL GOD-LAW, this EVER
PRESENT LIVING GOD--this UNSEEN DYNAMIC POSITIVE FORCE, is available to them every 
hour, every minute, every second. They know it is UNFAILING, IMMUTABLE, and they 
are using it daily, hourly to bring them greater health, wealth and happiness here 
and now . 

If Dr. Robinson's lecture, this brief glimpse he has given you of the MIGHTY 
TRUTHS about GOD and MAN, has aroused your desire to learn more about this UNSEEN 
POWER, and how you too may walk and talk with the LIVING GOD we shall be glad to 
have you join us in our exploration of the REALMS of TRUTH. 

Dr . Robinson has prepared a complete series of Lectures or Lessons on "PSY
CHIANA" which we are now offering to those interested in learning the GREAT FACTS 
about man and HIS GOD. An enrollment blank is enclosed with this letter and while 
we do not urge you to join us, we do want you to know that if you decide to do so , 
that there is no long waiting for results. You can put "PSYCHIANA" to work for you 
the very first day. You can test it as fully as you desire--make use of it EVERY 
DAY, EVERY HOUR, EVERY MINUTE, and if at the end of six weeks, you do not find that 
"PSYCHIANA" has come up to your HIGHEST EXPECTATIONS, return the Lessons and we 
will gladly refund any money paid us. If on the other hand your six weeks experi 
ence does furnish you POSITIVE PROOF of its power to bring you and your loved ones 
an abundance of HEALTH, WEALTH and HUMAN HAPPINESS, you will agree that the small 
price asked is trivial indeed compared to the magnitude of your joy at having at 
last found the GREAT TRUTH. 

Cordially yours, 

"PSYCHIANA" 
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